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Disclaimer on use of Sample Material
Confidentiality
These tasks are taken from legacy Controlled Assessment tasks, undertaken and submitted by candidates. Where
possible, we have removed all identifying information from these assessments. Should any data remain, you are
requested to treat this confidentially and inform OCR as soon as possible highlighting the data concerned.

Use of URS Sheets and Sample Material
These tasks have all been moderated as part of the relevant exam series in which they were submitted and the marks
submitted have all been allowed to stand. However, schools should bear in mind that this only indicates that the overall
assessment of the Controlled Assessment is within tolerance and not necessarily each individual mark band. There may
be instances where the mark scheme has been applied too generously, or similarly too harshly. This would have been
identified in the reports to the centre – but will not be evident from URS alone. The spirit of the release of these samples
is to give teachers better understanding of what High, Medium and Low graded coursework would feel like as an entity,
rather than exact definitions of requirements for mark bands independently.
The provision of high graded does not infer that this is the only, or best way of writing up a Controlled Assessment Task.
Candidates are encouraged to map their personal journey through the tasks. Writing frames, or ‘guides’ for
documentation are against the spirit of the coursework and constitute malpractice.
Each set of materials released contains a High, Middle and Low grade band. This should allow teachers to gain good
understanding of the general standard of work quality required for each mark band, and as a whole – especially when
comparing each set side by side.
Teachers are encouraged to seek further support when they feel clarification is needed in applying the mark scheme. We
would also recommend regular CPD in respect of Controlled Assessment delivery and marking.

Accuracy
All work has, where possible, remained unaltered from the original submission. There may well be grammatical errors
and poor layout in diagrams. This is to allow better matching of mark band criteria, where specific bullet points refer to
quality of Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar, and also ease of navigation etc. Any significant changes are clearly
marked. Some data that is perceived sensitive may be blocked out in black.
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A452 Encryption

1. (i) Set up spreadsheet and add to it to decrypt message.
Evidence

Formula

I used a simple formula to decrypt the message into its plain text. I did this by transferring each individual letter of the
encrypted message to a separate cell marked ‘encrypted message’ using a concatenate function, then selecting every
fourth letter and placing them together using another concatenate function. I repeated this starting from 1, 2, 3 and 4
until I had the original message. I then placed the letters together in the cell titled ‘decrypted message’. This works
because the grid to enter the message that you want to be decrypted is a 4x4 grid, which selects its letters along the
X-axis while you enter the message on the Y-axis. This means that every fourth letter in the encrypted message is the
next letter in the decrypted message. Upon attempting task (ii) I found that I could not find any way to produce the
same results as task (i) in a more simple way without using a Microsoft Visual Basic Macro.
Testing
I know this works because the test phrase ‘computing*is*good*for*you***’ encrypts into ‘cno*ogoym*dopi*uusf*t*o*igr*’
and then back into ‘computing*is*good*for*you***’.
(ii) Upon attempting task (ii) I found that I could not find any way to produce the same results as task (i) in a more simple
way without using a Microsoft Visual Basic Macro.
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2. Set up spreadsheet and add to it to decrypt message.
Evidence

=LOOKUP(B7, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)

=IF(B6=0,26,B6)

=LOOKUP(B7, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)
=MOD(B10, 26)

=MOD(B5,26)

=LOOKUP (B3, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)+$B$2

=LOOKUP(B12, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)

=IF(B11=0,26,B11)

In this task I was making a cyclic substitution cipher. A cyclic substitution cipher works by taking an offset and applying it
to a message. For example, if the offset was 2, A would become C, D would become F, G would become I, ECT. I did this
by using a LOOKUP function to obtain the value of each letter in the message from the O and P columns and then
adding an offset variable (shown in the ‘offset’ cell). I would then use the resulting number as a new value for the letters
of the encrypted message. However, if the offset was larger than the difference between the letter value and 26, it would
cause an error. I then researched MOD functions and fixed this by adding a MOD function that divides the answer by 26,
thus creating the effect of cycling. I then changed the encrypted message to take the value from that row instead. In
order to decrypt the message I created a function to subtract the offset from the letter value of the encrypted message;
upon doing this, I received some negative values. I fixed this by creating another MOD function. A weakness of the way I
implemented this cipher into Excel is that the MOD statement used would cause any 26s entering the formula to come
out as 0, and thus be unusable. I fixed this by using an IF statement to change any 0s in the result row back into 26s.
Testing
I know this works because an offset of 2 and the message ‘testmessages’ would produce an encrypted message of
‘vguvoguucigu’ which then decrypted into ‘testmessages’.
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3. set up a spreadsheet to implement a double key encryption method.
Evidence

=MOD(B5, 26)

=LOOKUP(B3, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)
=IF(B6=0,26,B6)

=LOOKUP(B7, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)
=LOOKUP(B2, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)+$B$1 + B4

In this task I was improving my spreadsheet by adding an algorithm that decrypts a message created by the cypher in
task 3. This works by taking the value of each letter in the code word and applying it like an offset to its adjacent letter in
the message. I created this by taking the previous substitution cipher, added new rows for the code word and its letter
values and modified the “Letter value + offset” and the “letter value – offset” into “letter value + offset + code word” and
“Letter value – offset – code word”. A weakness of the way I implemented this cipher into Excel is that the MOD
statement used would cause any 26s entering the formula to come out as 0, and thus be unusable. I fixed this by using
an IF statement to change any 0s in the result row back into 26s.
Testing
I used the previous test message, ‘testmessages’, with a code word of ‘codewordcode’ to produce the encrypted message
of ‘yvyalvmyfxkz’.
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4. Develop your spreadsheet to decrypt a message encrypted using the double key
method described above.
=LOOKUP(B3, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)+$B$1 + B5

=LOOKUP(B4, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)

=IF(B8=0,26,B8)

=MOD(B7, 26)

=LOOKUP(B9, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)

=LOOKUP(B10, $O$2:$O$27,$P$2:$P$27)-$B$1 - B5

=LOOKUP(B14, $P$2:$P$27, $O$2:$O$27)
=MOD(B12, 26)

=IF(B13=0,26,B13)

In this task I was improving my spreadsheet by adding an algorithm that decrypts a message created by the cypher in
task 3. I did this by subtracting the offset and code word values from the encrypted message values instead of adding
them to the plain text values. A weakness of the way I implemented this cipher into Excel is that the MOD statement
used would cause any 26s entering the formula to come out as 0, and thus be unusable. I fixed this by using an IF
statement to change any 0s in the result row back into 26s.
Testing
I used the previous test message, ‘testmessages’, with a code word of ‘codewordcode’ to produce the encrypted message
of ‘yvyalvmyfxkz’. It then successfully decrypts back into ‘testmessages’.
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5. Devise and implement a more secure method of encryption than that shown in tasks
2, 3 and 4.
Evidence

In this task I was making my previous cyclic substitution cipher more secure by implementing some more security
features.

I originally tried an idea involving a collection of different offsets and code words that each affected the message result
in different ways. I decided against this because, once I tried it, I realised that it was creating errors in the ‘value
correction’ row.
Instead, I decided to implement the cipher that I used in task 1, which, upon research (http://www.princeton .
edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/ Transposition_cipher.html), I found out is called a route transposition cipher. I did
this by using code similar (if not identical) to the code I used in task 1 to create a 3x4 grid which the encrypted message
is placed into from top to bottom; the text is then concatenated from left to right in the cell marked ‘encryption result 2’.
This would further encrypt it, making the message further away from the original text, thus making it harder to decrypt.

I decrypted this by separating the characters and taking every third character; I concatenated the result into the cell
marked ‘Decryption result 1’. From then on, the characters are decrypted and placed through the same decryption
process as in tasks 2, 3 and 4. A weakness of the way I implemented this cipher into Excel is that the IF statement used
can only subtract or add 26 once, this means that only a small offset can be used otherwise the number that enters the
value correction cell is over 52 or the number that enters the additional value correction cell is under -52, resulting in a
value over 26 or under zero entering the encryption result 1/decryption result 2 cells.
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Testing
The plain text I used was ‘testmessages’. I placed it into the ‘plain text message’ cell and the values from each character
were added to an offset of 2 and the values of each letter from the code word (codewordcode). I then put the result
through a MOD formula to simulate cycling through the alphabet; this produced the message ‘yvyalvmyfxkz’; this was
then turned back into letters and placed into the row ‘Encryption result 1’. The grid cipher then automatically takes the
characters in ‘Encryption result 1’ and places them into a grid, reading top-to-bottom. A concatenate formula than reads
the grid left-to-right and concatenates what it reads into the cell marked ‘encryption result 2’, producing the message
‘ylfvvxymkayz’. To decrypt, a MID formula separates the characters; a concatenate formula takes every third character and
concatenates the result into the cell marked ‘Decryption result 1’, resulting with the same result as in ‘Encryption result 1’.
From then on, the characters are placed through the same decryption process as in tasks 2, 3 and 4. In the end, the text
was successfully decrypted back into ‘testmessages’.

6. Write a conclusion about the effectiveness of the encryption methods described in
this assignment
The cipher used in task 1 is called a route transposition cipher. This cipher is fairly secure since it encrypts the cipher-text
into an unrecognisable form and does not require the transfer of multiple keys between the sender and receiver of the
message. However, the cipher-text has the same characters as the encrypted message, meaning it can be decrypted
without the key more easily than other encryptions can.
The cipher used in task 2 is called a Caesar cipher. This cipher is very secure since it scrambles the cipher-text into an
unrecognisable form, like any good cipher should. It also only requires the transfer of a single key between the sender
and the receiver: the offset. However, through frequency analysis, the message can be deciphered without the key more
easily than other encryptions.
The cipher used in task 3 is an extension of the Caesar cipher used in task 2. This extension is the addition of a code word
to act as a shift key. This is more secure than the Caesar cipher in task 2 because the code word affects different
characters in the original message differently from each other, meaning that each character in the encrypted message
could be a different distance from its original character than another character from the same encrypted message.
However, it does require that two keys are shared with the receiver.
The cipher used in task 4 is the same cipher used in task 3, but with a decryption algorithm added. This is not more or
less secure than the cipher used in task 3 because it is the exact same cipher, and would produce the same encrypted
result. The cipher used in task 5 is a combination of the cyclic substitution cypher used in task 4 and the route
transposition cipher used in task 1. This is more secure than the cipher used in task 4 because it scrambles the characters
as well as changes them, this protects the information against frequency analysis and the reassembly of the message
according to the characters. However, it does require that 3 keys are shared with the receiver of the message instead of 2.
All of the methods described above rely on private, pre-shared information (the sharing of keys) and are thus not useful
on the internet. Public-key encryption does not rely on private, pre-shared information and thus is useful on the internet.
This is because it uses two keys; a public key and a private key. The private key is not given out to anyone while the
public key is freely distributed. The public key cannot decrypt the information but the private key can. This makes
public-key encryption useful on the internet because the public key, which is the only key that is transferred across the
internet and thus usable by hackers, cannot decrypt data, only encrypt it.
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